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elcome to Pinnacle Performance. As the name implies, the goal of this 
program is to get you to the top of your chosen pursuit. Whether it’s to be the 
best salesperson you can be, a great parent, or a kind and generous Nurse. 

Whatever it is you’d like to become, we hope this program helps makes that dream 
possible. 
 
Some of what we discuss may upset you.  As we learn how things that have happened to 
us can limit us, and can in fact instill unreasonable fear and thus disable us from progress, 
we can become frustrated.  We’d like to think we’re smart, intelligent and 
knowledgeable. We’d like to think that we know what’s right and we choose the correct 
path every time.   
 
Between you and me, sometimes we fail. Sometimes we make a bad choice. Sometimes 
we choose to enjoy the moment while souring the future.  In each of these situations, we 
know we have a choice. Today we’ll make the correct one. 

 
Do you believe the world is flat?  Why do you believe what 
you believe about this answer?  Go ahead, write it here 
_____________________________________________ 
 
How do you think people would have answered this question 
2,000 years ago? 
Do you think they thought they were correct? 

 

If opinions we hold are so dear to us as to prevent new 
information from entering our thoughts we are doomed to only 
become what we are, and no more. We have chosen ignorance 
over knowledge.  Essentially we would forever believe the world 
was flat. 

Lesson: 

 
What can we do when we are challenged with new concepts or any information that goes 
against what we already believed? 
 
First, just Breathe.  Really, take a deep breath.  Feels good doesn’t it.  Breathing not only 
re-nourishes your lungs, but your soul as well. Breathing gives us pause to think, and to 
act after we’ve thought.  Does it make sense that if all life functions stop without oxygen, 
that so to will kindness, thought and love? 
 
Let’s do some work. 
 
THOSE PEOPLE!! 
 
Ever say that to yourself in exasperation?  “Those people” is a statement or exclamation 
of frustration because someone or others won’t do what you want them to do.  And of 
course they won’t.  People don’t usually do what others want, they do what they want. 
Thus if you want to accomplish anything with others, “Those people” better believe 
doing so will get them what they want. 
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